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Economic growth
without considering ecological impact is not
sustainable. As an ecological consultant we
specialize in reducing the impact on nature.
We understand your requirements, find
sustainable tailor made solutions for you. We
help you to reduce your environmental impact
and enhance your green image.

Services
Why field surveys and assessments ?
1.Ecosystem service and carbon markets
Biodiversity is a necessary underlying component of ecological goods and
services like pollination, dispersal of seeds, carbon sequestration, and air
quality maintenance. In simple words, quantification of such services may
lead to economic returns and pay offs from ecosystem service markets or
from carbon market.
2.Recreation value
Once the documentation of the area is done and value of biodiversity is
assessed. The site can be developed in to Biodiversity Park which has
immense recreation value in current scenario.
3.Assessing the medicinal plant value of the landscape
With the help of the survey, a list of medicinally important herbs can be
generated and with the help of literature research their target areas can be
specified. Post documentation such important herbs can be reared,
multiplied and used.
4.Other environment friendly business option
The survey may lead to a better understanding of possibilities and options
that can be explored like Apiculture (Bee Keeping), Silviculture (Commercial
tree cultivation), Nursery management or Afforestation, nature camping,
green industry, etc. Ecobasics can be a helping partner in setting up such
business ideas.

Why plantation consultancy ?
1.Native Plants
We work on the concept of nativity. Plantation of exotic and invasive species
of plants in gardens may bring nuisance in an area. Invasive and exotic
plants can cause catastrophic declines in biodiversity and ecosystem
problems. We aim for the enhancement of native plants usage in gardening
and landscaping by eliminating invasive species from our lifestyles and
culture and by replacing them with species that are native are from our
own forests in India.
2.Restoring Wastelands and Ecosystems
Strategic plantations can also help restore waste and polluted lands. Help
us recover wastelands, mined areas, landfills or degraded areas with
strategic usage of plant species and with planned and systematic ways
of planting them.

Why Education ?
1. Experiencing nature
We observe earth to be stunning phenomena. Every little mystery of nature
surprises and amazes us and we love each bit of it. Through that love
emerges a deep desire to share and spread nature's gifts and knowledge,
to reach out to others and help them see what we have seen and to see
what today seems invisible…this is perhaps what makes us feel the need to
communicate, collaborate and reach to people.
2. Understanding nature
Through our vast field experience, we have learnt and unlearnt several things.
We started with an interest, which became a passion, which provided us with
immense interpretation skills and understanding. We want to share our
knowledge and understanding with you.
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List of Services
Field survey and estimation
4
Biodiversity and ecological assessment
and estimation
4
Carbon sequestration and biomass
assessment of plantations
4
Tree inventory and assessment
4
GIS mapping and remote sensing

Plantation and consultancy
4
Green belt plan and development
for industrial, institutional, municipal,
commercial or residential
landscapes in various habitats
4
Landscaping and gardening by
using native plants
4
Supply of native plants
4
Thematic garden developmentBiodiversity park, Butterfly gardens,
medicinal garden, religious
gardens and botanical gardens
4
Plantation on landfills during
landfill closure
4
Phytoremediation - healing of heavily
polluted areas
4
Restoration of ecosystems, rivers
and watersheds
4
Need based and Turn-key projects

Environment Education
4
Outdoor training conferences
for CSR
4
Nature trails / camps
4
Environment Education Programs
in schools, colleges / localities
4
Special trails for underprivileged
For more information write to us on info@ecobasics.in
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How can we be so

arrogant?
The planet is, was, and always will be
stronger than us. We can't destroy it; if we
overstep the mark, the planet will simply
erase us from its surface and carry on existing.
Why don't they start talking about not letting
the planet destroy us?

@ecobasics
we give you options to
save yourself............

